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Commentators: Vampiro, Matt Striker

After a solid debut episode, we actually have a main story going on
already. Cueto seems to be the big evil boss who brings in his minions to
take out people who are trying to do stuff he doesn’t like. I had a good
time with the first episode but I’m assuming a lot of the people here are
going to be different as we see more of the roster. Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of last week’s show.

The three guys (Ricky Reyes, Lil Cholo and Rycklon Stephens) that
attacked Mundo and Puma last week are in the ring to open the show. Reyes
says his name is Cortez Castro and Cholo is now known as Cisco. Stephens
(formerly known as Ezekiel Jackson) says he’s the boss, Big Rick. Mundo
charges the ring as Rick bails to the floor, leaving the other two to get
beaten up. Cortez and Cisco bail but both grab chairs until Puma runs in
for the save. This brings out Dario Cueto to make a tag match. Make your
own Teddy Long joke.

Johnny Mundo/Prince Puma vs. Cortez Castro/Cisco

Puma and Castro get things going but it’s quickly off to Cisco, who is
quickly taken down by a headscissors. It’s already back to Castro who
gets taken into the corner for a tag off to Mundo. A double enziguri
drops Castro for two but Mundo misses a running knee to the face and gets
rolled up for two. Back to Cisco who gets kicked in the face again for
two. Apparently Cisco describes his style as “Prison Shower Style.” I’ll
get to Mundo hitting a slingshot elbow for two as fast as I can to get
away from that line.

Cortez gets in a cheap shot from the apron before breaking up the Flying
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Chuck. Cisco gets two off a backsplash as Striker says the team is Cortez
and Castro. Cortez gets two off a back elbow as Striker brings up Cortez
conquering the Aztecs. Big Rick is smoking a cigar on the steps as Mundo
finally rolls away from the double teaming. Puma comes in off the hot tag
and cleans house with a running neckbreaker to Cisco, forcing him to DDT
his own partner in a spot I hated in (I think) TNA and I hate it here.

Everything breaks down with Mundo missing a dive over the top, allowing
Cortez to kick Puma into a neckbreaker from Cisco for two. They load up
that 3D into a Codebreaker from last week but Mundo pulls Cortez to the
floor. Back in with Puma hitting a cutter, setting up the Moonlight Drive
on Cisco for a close two. Puma hits a big flip dive to take out Cortez,
followed by stereo 450s to give Mundo and Puma the double pin.

Rating: B-. Good match here but it ran a bit longer than it should. It’s
still good stuff here though with all four looking good in what seems to
be the top storyline. Cisco and Cortez are fine as lackeys but Big Rick
seems to be the real force for Cueto. It was a fast paced tag and they’re
setting the groundwork for stuff in the future.

Konnan is in a dark locker room with Puma. He praises the masked man a
bit but warns him to stay away from Mundo because that’s not Puma’s
fight. Puma has one friend and that’s Konnan. We get the classic
wrestling trope of someone speaking Spanish and then immediately
translating it into English, due to people who speak Spanish not being
able to understand it or something.

Video on Mil Muertes (Thousand Deaths, better known as Ricky Banderas,
who was Judas Mesias in TNA and El Mesias in AAA), who is being brought
in by Cueto to deal with Blue Demon Jr.

Son of Havoc/Ivelisse vs. Chavo Guerrero Jr./Sexy Star

Striker: “Usually in mixed tags, the men wrestle with the men and the
women lucha with the lucha.” The guys get started with Chavo hooking a
chinlock less than thirty seconds in. Back up and Chavo pulls Havoc
around by the beard as Striker explains Chavo’s lineage in wrestling,
like anyone watching this show hasn’t heard of him before. Ivelisse gets
in a cheap shot from the apron and Havoc takes over.



Off to Ivelisse for some kicks, including some to the head from the
ground, for two. Back to Havoc as Vampiro tries to correct some of
Striker’s mistakes and is completely ignored. We finally get the tag off
to Star for some revenge from last week. She hammers away for a bit until
Havoc drills her in the face with an elbow. Back to Ivelisse to slam
Star’s head into the mat before they slug it out.

Ivelisse is in a bit of trouble but just kicks Star in the head to take
over again. Havoc comes back in for a standing moonsault which only hits
knees. The real hot tag brings in Chavo for a Liger Kick in the corner
for two. Everything breaks down with a catfight breaking out, capped off
with a running seated senton from Star to crush Ivelisse on the floor.
Back in and Chavo hits the Frog Splash on Havoc but lets Star roll him up
for the pin.

Rating: C+. Another nice match here as they tie things back to last
week’s story. Chavo is a good guy to have around at the start but I’m
hoping he isn’t still a fixture later on in the show’s run. He’s another
guy that I’ve seen far too many times over the years and I’m just over
him. The girls stole the show here though as they’re both clearly very
polished.

Blue Demon Jr. is warming up when a girl named Catrina (Maxine from NXT)
comes up with a message from Mil Muertes. She touches his lips and says
it’s a taste before a thousand deaths. I love little things like her
walking in instead of just standing there like you would see on Raw or
Impact. It’s so much more natural, despite being a very produced video if
that makes sense.

Konnan narrates a video on discovering Prince Puma fighting on the
streets.

Blue Demon Jr. vs. Mil Muertes

This is a bit more formal of a debut than I was expecting. Catrina is
here with Muertes, who comes out in a huge headdress on his back that
looks like something out of Tatanka’s closet. He also has a small bag
that he carefully hands off to Catrina. After a quick kiss from Catrina,
Muertes jumps Demon to start in a hurry. A loud chop puts Demon down on



the floor and they fight over the announcers’ table with Muertes in full
control.

Back in and Demon armdrags him down followed by a dropkick. Some chops in
the corner have Mil in some trouble but Catrina gets up on the apron. The
distraction lets Mil get in a shot and Catrina adds a kick with a heel.
Demon comes back with a bulldog for two but Muertes gets two off a
Backstabber. We get another shot of the announcers to get on my nerves
again. Muertes jumps into a raised boot and gets caught in a DDT for two.
Back up and Muertes just spears Demon in half, setting up a Downward
Spiral for the pin.

Rating: D+. Demon looked old and slow out there which is already getting
annoying. Muertes on the other hand looked like a killer which is all he
needed to be. That spear looked more like a Goldberg version by driving
Demon back instead of just hitting him and stopping. Why that’s so
complicated for so many to figure out is beyond me.

Muertes goes after Demon some more but Chavo comes in with a chair for
the save. He blasts Demon with it instead and goes full heel. Some other
guys come out but get chair shots as well. Sexy Star comes out and Chavo
blasts HER in the head with the chair as Chavo is a bit more evil than I
was expecting. Chavo sits in the chair as Demon is taken out on a
stretcher. He won’t let Demon be taken out without a few more shots
though. The ambulance pulls away to end the show.

Overall Rating: C+. That’s a bit lower than last week but I liked this
show for different reasons. First of all, they cut down on some of the
camera jumps and settled down a bit. I liked the stories being advanced
and Ivelisse (who should have been signed by TNA but she wasn’t
Barbarian’s niece) and Muertes both being good debuts. Chavo comes off
looking evil….but he’s Chavo Guerrero. Yeah he’s smooth in the ring but
dear goodness I have trouble caring about him. I like Cueto not being
around as much this week to keep him from getting stale. Good show this
week as they’re planning for the future.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book on
the History of the Royal Rumble at Amazon for just $3.99 at:



http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00PZ1GR7E

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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